A key a priory information used in 4DVar is the knowledge of the system's evolution equations. In this paper we show how to take full advantage of the knowledge of system's instabilities to improve the quality of the analysis. We present an algorithm, four-dimensional variational assimilation in the unstable subspace (4DVar-AUS), that consists in confining in this subspace the increment of the control variable. The existence of an optimal subspace dimension for this confinement is also demonstrated. Theoretical arguments in favor of the present approach are supported by numerical experiments in a simple perfect non-linear model scenario. It is found that the RMS analysis error is a function of the dimension N of the subspace where the analysis is confined and is minimum for N approximately equal to the dimension of the unstable manifold. For all assimilation windows, from 1 to 5 days, 4DVar-AUS performs better than standard 4DVar. In the presence of observational noise, the 4DVar solution, while being closer to the observations, if farther away from the truth. The implementation of 4DVar-AUS does not require the use of the adjoint.
Introduction
Accuracy in the definition of the initial condition is an important factor for the performance of numerical weather and ocean prediction. The classical problem of estimating the state of a dynamical system from noisy and incomplete observations is known in meteorology and oceanography as data assimilation (Daley, 1991; Ghil and Malanotte Rizzoli, 1991) . The goal of data assimilation in the initialization process is to provide the best possible estimate of the present state of the system using the available, partial and noisy, observations and the approximate equations governing the system's evolution. The estimate, referred to as the analysis, is obtained by optimally combining the information coming from a model forecast (background) and the observations (Talagrand, 1997) .
The non-linear stability properties of the system do not only determine the predictability horizon of the initial value problem but also profoundly influence the assimilation process, affecting directly its quality and that of the subsequent forecast (see e.g. Carrassi et al., 2008a , and references therein). All assimilation methods, more or less implicitly, exert some control on the flow-dependent instabilities by means of the observational information. The Assimilation in the Unstable Subspace (AUS, Trevisan and Uboldi, 2004) explicitly estimates the flow-dependent instabilities and makes use of the unstable subspace as additional dynamical information. The 4-dimensional extension of AUS is the main scope of the present paper.
Assimilation methods can be classified in two categories: sequential and variational, the most notable in the two classes being Kalman Filters and 4DVar respectively (Ghil and Malanotte Rizzoli, 1991; Kalnay, 2003 , and references therein). The Kalman Filter has been originally developed for linear systems but a straightforward way of extending the linear results to the nonlinear case is given by the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) (Miller et al., 1994) .
Efficient minimization algorithms associated with adjoint techniques (Talagrand and Courtier, 1987) facilitates the implementation of 4DVar, an established and powerful assimilation method for meteorology and oceanography. In many realistic circumstances, reduced-rank approximations or a Monte Carlo approach, the latter referred to as Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) (Evensen, 1994) , have been adopted to circumvent the prohibitive cost of the full Extended Kalman Filter. The reader is referred to Kalnay (2003) and Tsuyuki and Miyoshi (2007) for a review on the state of the art of data assimilation in meteorology; see also Lorenc (2003) , Kalnay et al. (2007) and Gustafsson (2007) for a discussion on the relative merits of 4DVar and EnKF.
Hereafter we comment on how the flow dependent instabilities are dealt with in the framework of sequential and variational approaches within the prediction-assimilation cycle. In the Kalman filter, the propagation of the flow dependent instabilities is obtained by explicitly evolving the analysis error covariance from the previous analysis step. In its basic formulation, the Kalman filter analysis error covariance remains confined within the same subspace of the forecast error covariance. As a consequence, in the long run and for vanishing estimation errors, the forecast and analysis error covariance will live in the unstable subspace (Carrassi et al., 2008b) . In Ensemble Kalman filters the subspace dimension of forecast error is at most equal to N-1, if N is the number of ensemble members: the rank deficient background error information is partly circumvented by covariance localization if N is too small (Hamill et al., 2001) . A related aspect is the filter divergence that appears particularly critical in relation to sampling error (Whitaker and Hamill, 2002) .
The aim of 4DVar is to generate a model trajectory that best fits the observations available within a given assimilation window. Within the assimilation window, the flow dependent instabilities are naturally described by the forward integration of the model and backward integration of the adjoint that model the error evolution. In contrast, an approximate, statistically derived, expression of the background error covariance is used to initialize the next assimilation cycle.
For long assimilation windows, 4DVar analysis errors are known to project on the unstable subspace of the system (Pires et al., 1996) . Errors in the stable directions that would be damped in the long range, for short assimilation windows are still present in the analysis and affect the next assimilation cycle, causing short term enhanced error growth (Swanson et al., 2000) . It therefore seems appropriate to avoid introducing such type of error: this can be achieved by confining the increment of the 4DVar control variable in the unstable subspace of the system. In this paper we present an algorithm (4DVar-AUS) that minimizes the 4DVar cost function under the above constraint. The dynamical information on the growth of errors in the unstable directions is explicitly estimated and, as explained in the sequel, no use of the adjoint integration is needed.
The idea of confining the analysis increment in the unstable subspace is not new. The sequential algorithm, referred to as AUS has been introduced by Trevisan and Uboldi (2004) . Its application to different models and observation configurations has shown that, even in the context of highdimensional systems, an efficient error control and accurate state estimate can be obtained by monitoring only a reduced number of unstable directions (Uboldi and Trevisan, 2006; Carrassi et al., 2007 Carrassi et al., , 2008b . The basic elements of the AUS scheme that differentiate it from other ensemble type Kalman filters are the explicit monitoring of the unstable directions of the assimilation system and the confinement of the analysis increment in their subspace. In a perfect model, a number of perfect observations equal to the number of Lyapunov positive exponents is sufficient to determine the state of the system (see e. g. Trevisan and Uboldi, 2004; Carrassi et al., 2008a) . A localization of the unstable structures, a feature common to other (EnKF type) methods, is necessary if the dimension of the unstable subspace for the AUS assimilation is too small to describe the background error. The present extension of AUS to the four-dimensional case has the advantage of using the time distributed observations to track the instabilities that develop along the flow.
One of the main goals of the present study is to address the following question: is there an optimal subspace dimension for the assimilation and is this related to the dimension of the unstable subspace of the system? In order to address this question, 4DVar-AUS is formulated in a perfect model setting and using a subspace of variable dimension.
Theoretical arguments presented in this paper indicate that the subspace dimension should at least be equal to the unstable manifold dimension.
The application of 4DVar-AUS to a simple perfect non-linear model (Lorenz, 1996) shows that, in the presence of observational error, the constrained assimilation provides an improved analysis with respect to standard 4DVar: the 4DVar solution, while being closer to the observations, is farther away from the truth. If the observational error is sufficiently small but nonzero, the optimal subspace dimension is approximately equal to N + 1, where N is the number of positive Lyapunov exponents of the system; this result holds for all assimilation windows within the feasible range (up to 5 days) of standard 4DVar. If the observations are perfect, the optimal dimension is the dimension I of the whole space.
The paper is organized as follows: the formulation of 4DVar-AUS and theoretical arguments on the subspace optimization are introduced in Sec. 2; results of the application to the Lorenz (1996) Strong constraint 4DVar seeks the (nonlinear) best estimate of the initial state x0 that minimizes the misfit with observations in a given time interval (window) and possibly with a background state x b 0 . The standard cost function for strong constraint 4DVar, in discrete form, can be written as:
where y o i are the observations available at discrete times ti = i∆t, i = 0, ..., n , within the the assimilation window of length τ = [tn − t0]; B and R represent the background and observation error covariance matrices, H the nonlinear observation operator and the sequence of model states, xi are a solution of the nonlinear model equations:
The control variable for the minimization is the model state x0 at the beginning of the assimilation window.
Making use of the tangent linear equations describing the evolution of infinitesimal perturbations δxi relative to an orbit of Eq. (2):
the gradient of J with respect to x0 can be written as:
where Hi represents the linearized observation operator, and the superscript T stands for transpose.
For a given nonlinear trajectory, the gradient can be estimated by use of the adjoint method (Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986) .
The solution of the minimization problem is obtained by forward integration of the model and backward integration of the adjoint, with an iterative descent algorithm.
4DVar-AUS
The approach consists in searching for the cost function minimum in a reduced order subspace spanned by the most unstable directions of the system.
Let E0 be the matrix whose columns are orthonormal vectors spanning an N -dimensional subspace of the system at t0, whose linear evolution is given by:
If this subspace is identified with the leading unstable directions, the ordered orthonormalized Lyapunov vectors, then:
, ..., exp
where λ (j) (t) is the j th local Lyapunov exponent. Consider the projection of the increment δx0 in the subspace defined by E0. In general, given a norm defined by the symmetric positive definite matrix Q, the projection can be written as
Qδx0. For simplicity, in the following we adopt the Euclidean norm and we recall that the columns of E0 are orthonormal vectors.
Thus, let the increment δx0 be confined in the subspace E0 and its projection f δx0 be given by:
The evolution of the projected increment is governed by:
Variations of the cost function (1) due to variations of the control variable f δx0 can be written as:
Using (4) and (5), the cost function gradient in the reduced subspace becomes:
Along the assimilation cycle, every time a minimization of the cost function is performed a new E0 is computed. During the minimization the column vectors in E0 are evolved along the nonlinear trajectory by either solving the tangent linear equations or, possibly, as difference between twin nonlinear integrations of the model. The perturbations Eτ evolved along the assimilation solution are orthonormalized and used to define the subspace E0 for the next assimilation window. If the assimilation error at t = t0 were vanishingly small, this procedure would be equivalent to computing the Lyapunov vectors of the system. In summary the assimilation cycle is performed through the following steps:
1. A descent algorithm is used to find the cost function minimum by: (c) estimate of g ∇x 0 J from (10) and of J from (1);
(d) integration of the model starting from x0 at the last step of the iteration to produce the analysis, xτ .
2. The perturbations are evolved along the minimizing trajectory;
3. The columns of Eτ are orthogonalized and stored in E0 to be used in the next assimilation cycle;
4. xτ is used as background x b 0 for the next assimilation cycle. Notice that no use of the adjoint is made. In the 4DVar-AUS assimilation, the analysis increment is confined in the unstable Lyapunov subspace of the previous analysis solution. This subspace spans the unstable manifold of the system and is locally parallel to the attractor (Eckmann and Ruelle, 1985) ; Theoretical arguments given in section 2.3 and numerical results (Sec. 3) show that during a 4DVar-AUS assimilation cycle, errors in the stable directions are damped and errors in the analysis solution are confined within the unstable manifold of the system.
Full space and reduced order covariance matrix of the assimilation error
The effect of the confinement on the expected assimilation error covariance is now examined. Pires et al. (1996) investigated the behavior of the observational term of the cost function in chaotic systems, making the tangent linear hypothesis and observing the whole state. They showed that, using the assumption that the observation error is uncorrelated in time and isotropic, with variance σ > of the assimilation error η a 0 at t = t0, <> being the expectation operator, can be written as:
By confinement in the subspace defined by the N column vectors in E0 and using (5) one easily obtains the following expression for the covariance of the assimilation error:
To this point, no hypothesis has been made on the choice of E0 in (12). If the number N of vectors of E0 is equal to the total number, I, of degrees of freedom of the system, (12) represents the covariance matrix in the full space. Now let the column vectors of E0 be the Lyapunov vectors, ordered by decreasing Lyapunov exponent. Assume for the sake of simplicity that the Lyapunov vectors are orthogonal at t0 (or have been orthogonalized) and remain orthogonal within the time window, then:
where Λ
At time τ = tn, the analysis error covariance Cτ =< η a τ η aT τ
> under the tangent linear assumption, is:
where Eτ = E(tn).
In the expressions for C0 and Cτ , the role of the amplifying and decaying modes is interchanged. The generic term (D0)j,j of the diagonal matrix D0, representing the analysis error covariance associated with the j th Lyapunov direction (the j th column of E(t0), ej(t0)) at the beginning of the assimilation window, t = t0 is:
where λ (j) is the j th local Lyapunov exponent assumed, to simplify notation, to be constant within the assimilation window and ∆t is the time interval between observations. A similar expression holds at the end of the assimilation window, t = τ :
where, now, large n refers to earlier times. In agreement with Pires et al. (1996) , the influence of observational error on the stable (unstable) directions is damped as time increases (decreases) within the assimilation interval. At t = τ (t = t0), the largest error is along the most unstable (stable) directions ; the older (more recent) observations, corresponding to increasing n, give smaller and smaller contributions. For sufficiently long assimilation windows the error along the stable (unstable) directions is damped.
On the optimal subspace dimension
Now, we focus on the effect on the analysis error covariance of the assimilation in the reduced, unstable subspace. In 4DVar-AUS, the analysis increment is confined in the subspace of the N most unstable directions: let N be larger than N + + 1, where N + is the number of positive Lyapunov exponents (N + + 1 < N ≤ I). The influence of errors in stable directions, e N + +2 , e N + +3 , ..eI on the analysis error is eliminated by the confinement. Because we do not make corrections in the stable directions we avoid introducing, at every assimilation step, errors in the assimilation solution that project on the stable subspace. In this way, errors in the the stable directions can naturally decay along the cycle. In standard 4DVar, errors in the observations produce errors in the assimilation solution that project on the stable directions.
Results presented in the next section confirm these arguments, showing that the confinement in the unstable subspace is indeed beneficial to the performance of the assimilation. At final time of sufficiently long assimilation windows analysis errors in the stable directions would be damped also in standard 4DVar; however, in practice, nonlinearities set a limit to the window extension. Swanson et al. (2000) investigated the effect of various observational errors on the 4DVar analysis and pointed out that errors in the stable directions can cause short term enhanced growth with adverse effect on the forecast. Their results are in agreement with the present findings.
The effect of the confinement on the efficiency of the numerical algorithm is discussed in Appendix A.
3 Application to the Lorenz (1996) model
Model and experimental setting
The results presented in this section are based on the low-order chaotic model of Lorenz (1996) and Lorenz and Emanuel (1998) . The model is a simple analogue of mid-latitude atmospheric dynamics and its variables represent the values of a meteorological quantity at I equally spaced geographic sites on a periodic latitudinal domain. The governing equations are:
with j = 1, ..., I. Following Lorenz and Emanuel (1998) we set the external forcing F = 8, a value giving rise to chaotic behavior. In this paper we use different values of I. For I = 40, 60, 80 the system has 13, 19, 26 positive Lyapunov exponents. The doubling time associated to the leading Lyapunov exponent λ
(1) is in all cases approximately equal to 2 days if the system time unit corresponds to 5 days.
The observational network is the same as in Fertig et al. (2007) . An observation is placed in one out of four grid points at each observation time. The frequency of observation is 1.5 hours, and the observed grid points are rotated so that, in a six hours interval, all grid points are observed once.
Observing system simulation experiments are performed in a perfect model environment: a trajectory on the attractor of the system is assumed to represent the truth. Observations are created by adding to the true state Gaussian distributed random errors with variance σ o . An analysis cycle is set up with contiguous assimilation windows so that the initial time t0 in one window corresponds to the last time tn = τ of the previous one. Experiments are performed using assimilation windows of 1 to 5 days. In each experiment the analysis cycle consists of 5000 consecutive windows. A Conjugate Gradient algorithm (Press et al., 1992) is used for the minimization of the cost function at each step of the algorithm of both 4DVar and 4DVar-AUS. The time mean, over an analysis cycle of 5000 windows, of the RMS analysis error obtained with standard 4DVar is compared with that obtained by means of the 4DVar-AUS algorithm. The latter is applied using a variable number N of directions in order to find the optimal subspace dimension for the confinement.
Results
Since our goal is primarily theoretical, a first set of experiments is performed without background term in the cost function. The 4DVar-AUS algorithm described in Sec. 2.2 requires the definition of the subspace E0 representing instabilities at the end of the trajectory in the previous window. Therefore, even in the absence of the background term in the cost function, the solution relative to one window is dependent on the solution of the previous one. For the first set of experiments an assimilation cycle is set up by successive minimizations of the observational part of the cost function only. We recall that the initial guess of the control variable at t = t0 is equal to the analysis at t = τ of the previous assimilation and, in the 4DVar-AUS algorithm, the N column vectors of E0 are obtained by orthogonalizing the vectors Eτ .
The results of 4DVar-AUS are compared with standard 4DVar. The RMS analysis error is computed at the end of each assimilation window and averaged over 5000 successive assimilation windows. Experiments are performed with the model with a variable number of degrees of freedom, I = 40, 60 and 80. When N is smaller than the number of positive Lyapunov exponents, N + , the 4DVar-AUS algorithm does not converge or gives very poor results. When N is increased above this threshold, the error abruptly decreases and then gradually increases again up to the value obtained with standard 4DVar (N = I). Recalling that the number of positive global Lyapunov exponents for I = 40, 60 and 80 is 13, 19 and 26 respectively, the error minimum is obtained in all three model configurations for a value of N approximately equal to N + + 1. Because the value of local Lyapunov exponents fluctuates around the respective global value, even globally neutral or moderately decaying directions can be locally expanding and a number N a few units larger than N + is needed. The most important result is that the minimum value of the error is obtained for an optimal subspace dimension which is related to the number of positive Lyapunov exponents of the three ( 40, 60 and 80-variable) models.
Error dependence on the subspace dimension
Notice the internal consistency of the results: the value of the average RMS error is virtually the same in the three model configurations. In fact, dynamically, the three models are equivalent and have the same instabilities, but a different number N + of unstable directions are present in view of the different spatial domain width. Because the observational configuration is the same, with a number of observations proportional to the domain size, once we use the value of N appropriate for each model, given the respective value of N + , we obtain the same accuracy of the analysis solution. Figure 2 displays the experimental data as a function of τ , to illustrate the improvement obtained with the 4DVar-AUS scheme for different assimilation windows. Because the stable directions have a negative impact on the quality of the assimilation the error appears to decrease by successively discarding a larger number of (the most stable) directions. We argued that errors in the stable directions do not affect the analysis for assimilation windows long enough with respect to the corresponding decay rate. In agreement with this conjecture, Fig. 2 shows that the im-provement obtained by using the optimal value of N , and thus eliminating the stable components of the error, is largest for the shortest assimilation windows: the largest improvement, a 30% reduction of the error with respect to classical 4DVar is obtained for the smallest τ corresponding to one day, while the improvement becomes less significant for larger τ , and is about 20% for the five days window.
The experiments were repeated using larger values of σo = 1 and √ 2 and similar results were obtained (not shown) except that, as expected, the error scales with σo. It was not possible to complete all the experiments with a window of five days and the larger value of σo because the algorithm failed due to increased nonlinearity; in addition, the error minimum is shifted to slightly larger values of N : these were, for instance equal to 17, 25 and 30 for the 40, 60 and 80-variable models respectively when the largest observational error value (σo = √ 2) was used. This can be explained by noting that, when the error of the initial guess is larger, also the estimate of the unstable directions is less accurate at t = t0; in such case using a slightly larger subspace is needed.
Stable and unstable error components within the assimilation window
The time dependence of the error within the assimilation window provides further insight on the reasons why 4DVar-AUS performs better than 4DVar. Figure 3 illustrates the average over 5000 consecutive assimilation windows of the 4DVar and 4DVar-AUS total error and of the error projection on the stable directions, eN+1, ..., eI . The results shown were obtained with two values of σo = .02 and .2, small enough that the analysis error scales with the observational error as predicted by the tangent linear theory of Sec. 2.3. Results obtained by setting σo = 0 show that the analysis error tends to zero in a time span that is shorter for standard 4DVar than for 4DVar-AUS; thus with perfect observations the full space 4DVar assimilation performs better. Figure 3 shows that, according to the theory, the 4DVar error is relatively larger in the stable modes at initial time and in the unstable modes at final time. Instead, in 4DVar-AUS errors are very small in the stable directions and project almost totally on the unstable subspace.
The 4DVar-AUS assimilation error is smaller than the 4DVar error particularly for short assimilation windows.
Because the search of the minimum of the 4DVar cost function is conducted in the entire phase space, its minimum cannot be larger than the minimum of the 4DVar-AUS cost function: this is confirmed by experimental evidence. We conclude that the 4DVar solution is closer to the observations but farther away from the real trajectory than the 4DVar-AUS solution. This is due to the fact that in 4DVar errors in the stable directions are "kept alive" by the observational error. In 4DVar-AUS errors in the stable directions, being never corrected, are naturally damped along the assimilation cycle: as a consequence, on average errors project only on the long term Lyapunov modes contained in the matrix E0.
It is worth mentioning that the evolution of E0 is a key factor for the performance of the assimilation: in fact, experiments performed by using any number N of random directions show that the error is always larger than the error of the full space 4DVar assimilation. 
Inclusion of the background term
For completeness, a set of experiments was conducted with the inclusion of the background term in the cost function. The static background error covariance matrix B was optimized for each assimilation window by the following iterative procedure. Starting with an initial guess, B is updated at each iteration step with the covariance of the difference between the forecast and true state estimated from an assimilation cycle of 1000 consecutive windows. The process is repeated until convergence is obtained; in practice the iteration stops when the analysis error, averaged over the 1000 windows cycle, converges to an approximately constant value. To reduce the burden of computations B is optimized for each window only for standard 4DVar; the same matrix is used for the 4DVar-AUS experiments with the same window: in this way 4DVar-AUS is penalized as the results could only improve if we used a matrix B specifically optimized for a given subspace dimension N .
Experiments were made only with the 40-variable model configuration and with values of σo = .2 and 1. The introduction of the background term results in an overall improvement of the performance of all the assimilation experiments. Both 4DVar and 4DVar-AUS benefit from the introduction of the background term; the improvement of the analysis is more pronounced for the shortest (1-day) window and for the larger σo = 1 observational error: for these same parameter values the 4DVar error decreases by a somewhat larger percentage than 4DVar-AUS. In summary, the overall picture emerging from these experiments and the conclusions about the comparison of 4DVar with 4DVar-AUS remains unaltered by the introduction of the background term.
Conclusions
One of the main purposes of the present paper has been the development of four-dimensional variational assimilation in the unstable subspace. The results provide a proof-of-concept of the benefit in terms of assimilation performance of selecting the subspace where instabilities develop. The key result of this study is the existence of an optimal subspace dimension for the assimilation that is directly related to the unstable subspace dimension. If the selected subspace -the leading Lyapunov vectors subspace -contains the most rapidly growing perturbations then, in the presence of observational error, the optimal number of directions is approximately equal to N + + 1, where N is the number of local positive Lyapunov exponents. The 4DVar solution (N = I), while being closer to the observations, is farther away from the truth. This result has been explained showing that, when we assimilate in the unstable subspace, errors in the stable directions are naturally damped. As a cause of the observational error, assimilating in the whole space otherwise keeps the stable components of the error alive, deteriorating the overall assimilation performance. If the observational error is zero, the optimal dimension is the dimension I of the whole space.
The present theoretical results can have implications for the application of advanced assimilation methods to high-dimensional models of the atmosphere and ocean, in particular in the general perspective of combining the advantages of EnKFs with those of 4DVar. Here, we have shown that 4DVar could benefit from the dynamical information on the unstable directions -the "optimal" subspace where the analysis error is confined -propagated along the analysis-cycle. A further step should be to investigate if current results hold in more realistic contexts.
One advantage of Ensemble Kalman filters is that analysis-forecast error covariances are evolved indefinitely, but a serious limitation is that their representation is only limited to the ensemble subspace. In view of the present findings, the ensemble members should be representative of the unstable directions and the ensemble subspace dimension should at least be equal to the unstable subspace dimension. Further work is needed to explore the existence of an optimal subspace and an optimal dimension for EnKF.
A Effect of the confinement on the efficiency of the numerical algorithm
The minimization in the reduced subspace, chosen to be spanned by the most unstable directions is expected to converge more rapidly in view of the following argument. The Hessian, under the same simplifying hypothesis used to derive the analysis error covariance (11) can be written as:
i ) 2 , ..., , ...,
The condition number, ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue of (20), can be greatly reduced if N is significantly smaller than the model space dimension.
